INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSEMBLY OF

RECREATION CENTER

Unwrap and remove all parts from each box. Keep the boxes and packing
material until the cage is assembled. In case of return or exchange failure to return product
in similar condition as received could result in limited reimbursement. Check to ensure you
have all the following parts:
Cage Parts (see numbered diagram)
(1)
MAIN BASE & 4 CASTERS
(2)
2 LOWER FRAMES
(3)
PLAYPEN FRAME
(4)
2 UPPER PERCH FRAMES
(5)
CROSSBAR PERCH WITH 2 CUP
HOLDERS
(6)
2 LADDERS

(7)
(8)
(9,10)
(11)
(12)

GRATE
TRAY
4 SKIRTS
2 TOY HOOKS
2 CUPS
BOTTLE OF TOUCH UP PAINT

Cage Assembly (instruction numbers correspond with the attached numbered diagram):
1. Place the MAIN BASE upside down and insert CASTERS into the legs (they can be installed
using a rubber mallet on the metal stem, NOT on the rubber wheel).
2. Turn MAIN BASE over and insert 2 LOWER FRAMES over the pegs in the BASE. The lower
frames have short legs on the bottom, about ½” long, that should be inserted into the base.
3. Insert PLAYPEN FRAME pegs into corresponding holes on the LOWER FRAME.
4. The two UPPER PERCH FRAMES are identical, however the ladder pegs are slightly angled to
the outside, and there is a hollow square tube welded parallel to the inside edge.
5. Fit the CROSSBAR PERCH into the hollow square tubes on the two UPPER PERCH FRAMES
6. Fit both LADDERS to the CROSSBAR PERCH, following the inset (circled) illustration. Leave the
plastic caps in place and push the ends of the ladders over them. This should be a snug fit.
Insert the UPPER PERCH FRAME square tubes into the PLAYPEN FRAME openings (making
sure the food cup holders face left or right as you prefer), but do not push down all the way.
Fit the LADDERS to the PLAYPEN FRAME using the same procedure as the earlier step. Push
down firmly on each PLAYPEN FRAME to ensure both LADDERS are completely seated, and the
UPPER PERCH FRAME tubes are completely seated.
7. If desired, slide the GRATE into the upper track.
8. Slide the TRAY into the track below the grate. If you do not want to use the grate, you may slide
the tray into the upper track.
9. Locate the pair of SEED GUARDS with PEGS and insert the pegs into the rectangular sleeves
attached to the PLAYPEN FRAME.
10. Nest the second pair of SEED GUARDS into the ones already on the PLAYPEN FRAME.
11. Insert the TOY HOOKS into the square tubes in the UPPER FRAME.
12. Insert a CUP into each of the CUP HOLDERS.

